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QUARTERLY ISSUES-RELATED PROGRAMMING REPORT
Third Quarter 2019: July - September

The following report reflects the most significant issues and problems in this community. These issues were derived from careful observation of a cross-section of various local media including 
newspaper, radio, and television reports among others. Local citizens were also informally polled and their opinions were considered in the compilation of this list.

The issues in this report have been addressed in the programs listed as well as through our regularly scheduled programs, newscasts, and public service announcements. This report has been prepared 
by the staff of the Bible Broadcasting Network.

Program Date Time Issue(s) Summary Length
SRN News 7/1/2019 Top of 

Hour 
Newscast

Economy China trade talks back on track and new tariffs on hold. 0:30

Weekend 
Connection

7/6/2019 4:02 PM Homosexuality
Health Issues

Dr. David Stevens of the Christian Medical and Dental Associations spoke 
about the negative health and societal ramifications of the transgender 
movement.

15:00

Building 
Blocks for the 
Family

7/8/2019 2:30 PM Moral Issues
Family

The integrity and the beauty of love has been obscured.  Ross Rhoads 
speaks about respect and consideration being important keys in 
sustaining a marital relationship.

28:00

Running To 
Win

7/9/2019 1:00 AM / 
7:30 AM

Homosexuality
Pornography

Sexuality - redefining marriage, regardless of the sex partner, brings 
about anger, pain, emptiness, guilt, and mistrust, which brings about 
diseases of the soul. 

15:00

SRN News 7/9/2019 Top of 
Hour 
Newscast

Healthcare
Government

U.S. appeals court to take up constitutionality of Obamacare 0:30

Weekend 
Connection

7/9/2019 4:02 PM Military
Family
Depression

Sheri Hall, spokesperson for Real Warriors Campaign talks about the 
challenges faced by military families, including Post Traumatic Stress 
Disorder.

15:00

Unshackled! 7/14/2019 11:00 PM Crime/Law & Order Raised in an abusive environment, James made bad choices from an 
early age that followed him through adulthood. Feeling completely 
worthless, he thought he had no chance for redemption until a change of 
environment and a change of heart turned his life around.

28:00

Guidelines 7/16/2019 3:45 PM Health Issues
Stress

Two ways of bypassing bitterness and the psychological and physical 
impact that it has on the human body.

5:00

Running To 
Win

7/16/2019 1:00 AM / 
7:30 AM

Moral Issues Immoral relationships and finding the way out of the damage we do by 
not following moral rules.

15:00

SRN News 7/16/2019 Top of 
Hour 
Newscast

Minority Rights Missed conceptions about racism were discussed in the SRN News cast 
dealing with Senator McConnell's support of President Trump.

0:30

Weekend 
Connection

7/20/2019 4:02 PM Senior Citizens
Streets & Hwys

By 2030, one of every five drivers in America will be 65 years of age or 
older. As you age, it is important for senior drivers to know and 
understand how to adjust for slower reflexes and weaker vision. Also, 
driving techniques and vehicle technologies change over the years, and it 
is imperative that senior drivers keep up with the times. Rhonda Shah 
has extensive knowledge in the area of senior mobility--including the 
national CarFit program and AAA Senior Driver Expos. She works on 
behalf of AAA to bring attention to these important issues and provide 
solutions to keep all road users safe.

15:00

Unshackled! 7/21/2019 11:00 PM Abortion
Crime/Law & Order

Seeing no other options in her poor financial state, Carla terminates her 
first pregnancy and shoplifts. The guilt of her actions eats away at her, 
until a new friend shows her how to forgive herself.

28:00

Building 
Blocks for the 
Family

7/22/2019 2:30 PM Family E. Allen Griffith speaks on training up a child through body language, 
communication, and Godly discipline.

28:00

Running To 
Win

7/23/2019 1:00 AM / 
7:30 AM

Pornography Internet sexual addiction and how to break the cycle 15:00

Unshackled! 7/28/2019 11:00 PM Addiction
Recreation

Berle grew up as one of five kids during the Great Depression and when 
his father died, his mother was left to raise the kids on her own. As a 
teenager, Berle narrowly escaped several dangerous car accidents as a 
result of his drinking habits. When he was old enough, Berle hurried to 
join the army and fight for our country in World War II while making 
some money to send back to his mom. His time abroad exposed him to 
faith, though it did not curb his drinking addiction. After the war, he 
married and started a family, but it wasn’t until he nearly lost them, that 
he realized he needed to make a change. Berle accepted Christ and went 
on to plant churches and lead tent revivals, introducing many to the love 
he had found.

28:00

Take A Minute 7/30/2019 8:20 AM / 
6:20 PM

Technology Irrespective of need or ability to pay, having the latest technology and 
gadgets are a must.

2:00

Take A Minute 7/31/2019 8:20 AM / 
6:20 PM

Civil Liberties Being pardoned by the Governor reinstates a convicted felon of his civil 
rights.

2:00

SRN News 7/31/2019 Top of 
Hour 
Newscast

Government Sanders and Warren defend progressive policies against attacks in U.S. 
Democratic debate.

0:30

Love Worth 
Finding

8/9/2019 9:30 AM Health Issues Psychological, emotional, and spiritual wellness:  How bitterness and guilt 
negatively affect a person's health and how forgiveness positively affects 
a person's health.

25:00

Insight For 
Living

8/9/2019 10:30 AM / 
6:30 PM

Moral Issues Human Trafficking: By remaining true to your principles and faith, a 
person can overcome the indignities suffered from human trafficking.

25:00

Unshackled! 8/9/2019 11:00 PM Crime/Law & Order Frank Costantino was a man whose early hardships opened the doors to a 
life of crime. He was a self-proclaimed “TAKER” never thinking of 
consequences or how his actions impacted others. His desire to have it all 
led to thefts that put him behind bars for a sentence of 22 years. Though 
he was convinced that he wasn’t as bad a person as some of his 
cellmates, a prison Chaplain showed him how to break the chains that 
bound him to his selfish way of living.

28:00
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Program Date Time Issue(s) Summary Length
SRN News 8/9/2019 Top of 

Hour 
Newscast

Homeland Security Gun Violence: Senator Mitch McConnell wants to consider gun 
background checks in the fall.

0:30

Building 
Blocks for the 
Family

8/9/2019 2:30 PM Women's Issues The feelings of Isolation and loneliness that women experience are 
abated by friendships with other women.

28:00

Weekend 
Connection

8/10/2019 4:02 PM Health Issues Dr. LaShawn McIver from the American Dibetes Association discusses 
symptoms, treatment and prevention of diabetes.

15:00

Guidelines 8/12/2019 3:45 PM Religious Liberties/Discrimination How law abiding citizens should handle religious discriminstion and 
persecution because they are a Christian is today's topic.

5:00

Guidelines 8/13/2019 3:45 PM Religious Liberties/Discrimination How a Christian should respond to religious discrimination is the topic for 
today's discussion.

5:00

Guidelines 8/16/2019 3:45 PM Health Issues Disibilities - those who stop feeling sorry for themselves and take positive 
action triumph in life.

5:00

Weekend 
Connection

8/17/2019 4:02 PM Employment
Stress
Economy

Chuck Bentley of Crown Financial Ministries talks about the difficulty of 
dealing with the loss of a job and about finding another one.

15:00

Insight For 
Living

8/17/2019 10:30 AM / 
6:30 PM

Moral Issues Anger characterizes our culture and causes relational discord. How to 
best disfuse your own anger as well as someone else's is discussed on 
today's broadcast.

25:00

Guidelines 8/20/2019 3:45 PM Moral Issues Casual sex and the devastating affects that he has in marriage and 
society.

5:00

Guidelines 8/23/2019 3:45 PM Child Abuse Sexual predators and the steps parents can take to protect their children 5:00

Unshackled! 8/25/2019 11:00 PM Religious Liberties/Discrimination Raised in a strict Muslim household, Anmar risked becoming an outcast, 
and worse, to turn from tradition and follow the faith he believed in his 
heart.

28:00

SRN News 8/27/2019 Top of 
Hour 
Newscast

Natural disasters Tropical Storm Dorian nears Windward Islands and then Puerto Rico. 0:30

Building 
Blocks for the 
Family

8/27/2019 2:30 PM Finances Guest speaker, Larry Burkett, talks about finances and how to handle 
them in the changing world in which we live.

28:00

Building 
Blocks for the 
Family

8/28/2019 2:30 PM Finances Questions and answers about making wills and purchasing life insurance. 28:00

SRN News 8/28/2019 Top of 
Hour 
Newscast

Natural disasters Dorian strengthens to a hurricane as it threatens Puerto Rico and Florida. 0:30

Unshackled! 9/1/2019 11:00 PM Depression
Discrimination of Minorities

A young Jewish girl growing up in the Bible Belt of America. She faces the 
sting of anti-Semitism at an early age and deals with a family that is 
dysfunctional. Her mother suffers from severe anorexia and depression. 
Her father is detached emotionally from family life but insists on keeping 
a Kosher home. Her parents’ problems lead to divorce which causes more 
anguish for Rachel who searches through New Age Ideas and into dark 
places searching for the answers to who she is and who she wants to 
become.

28:00

SRN News 9/6/2019 Top of 
Hour 
Newscast

Natural disasters Hurricane Dorian skirts U.S. Carolinas' coast with high winds and rain. 0:30

Guidelines 9/9/2019 3:45 PM Race Relations
Moral Issues

Prejudice and how love and compassion can change the way that people 
look at men and women who are different.

5:00

Guidelines 9/11/2019 3:45 PM Family Parenting well and successful tips to accomplish the job are given in 
today's broadcast.

5:00

SRN News 9/11/2019 Top of 
Hour 
Newscast

Homeland Security US commemorates 9/11 as its aftermath extends and evolves. 0:30

SRN News 9/13/2019 Top of 
Hour 
Newscast

Economy China to lift punitive tarrifs on U.S. soybeans and pork in a trade war with 
Washington.

0:30

Weekend 
Connection

9/14/2019 4:02 PM Health Issues Lisa Trofe, Managing Director of the Juvenile Products Manufacturers 
Association, discusses Baby-Safety Month, and childhood safety.

15:00

SRN News 9/18/2019 Top of 
Hour 
Newscast

Government President Donald Trump said Wednesday he’s naming hostage negotiator 
Robert O’Brien as his new national security adviser.

0:30

Building 
Blocks for the 
Family

9/19/2019 2:30 PM Family Child Training - Train up a child towards his individual bent and when he 
reaches the age of maturity he will follow the training that he has 
received.

28:00
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Program Date Time Issue(s) Summary Length
SRN News 9/19/2019 Top of 

Hour 
Newscast

Environment U.S. President Donald Trump and the state of California went to war on 
Wednesday over who should set the standards in the United States for 
vehicle emissions and electric cars, foreshadowing a legal battle over 
environmental policy issues that will affect the auto industry and 
consumers.

0:30

SRN News 9/19/2019 Top of 
Hour 
Newscast

Economy The U.S. Federal Reserve cut interest rates again on Wednesday to help 
sustain a record-long economic expansion but signaled a higher bar to 
further reductions in borrowing costs.

0:30

Weekend 
Connection

9/21/2019 4:02 PM Youth
Family
Health Issues

USDA food expert discusses food safety 15:00

Unshackled! 9/22/2019 11:00 PM Gambling
Moral Issues

Edgardo, a gambler, felt no shame about cheating on his wife and 
abandoning his children. He thought that supporting them financially was 
enough to be a good father. Then, he learned what a father’s love truly 
means.

28:00

Building 
Blocks for the 
Family

9/23/2019 2:30 PM Finances Guest speaker, Al Jackson, speaks on financial freedom for the family. 28:00

Building 
Blocks for the 
Family

9/27/2019 2:30 PM Finances Guest speaker, Rusty Smith speaks on insufficient funds/finances and 
your home.

28:00

Building 
Blocks for the 
Family

9/27/2019 2:30 PM Finances Insufficient Funds - Finances and Your Home 28:00

Weekend 
Connection

9/28/2019 4:02 PM Depression
Special Needs Children

The World Health Organization estimates that by 2030, depression will be 
the leading cause of disability worldwide. Peer support for people living 
with depression or bipolar disorder is close at hand from peers who 
understand the  condition—because they’re living it themselves. The 
Depression and Bipolar Support Alliance provides lifesaving resources 
accessed by more than three million people annually through their toll-
free referral line, publications, online resources, and nearly 700 in-person 
support groups in 300 nationwide chapters—making DBSA the largest 
depression and bipolar peer support network in the U.S. 

15:00


